H OME V ENTI LATION W ITH HEAT REC OVE R Y

You can relax.
We’ll bring back
the Warmth.

M-WRG

V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Clean air. green technology.

our com p any

Innovation

is the Heart of our Company

V I S I O N S F O R A H E A LT H I E R F U T U R E

We take “Made in
Germany” seriously: as a
commitment to quality.
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Innovation means progress. Visionaries look

products meet the highest quality levels and

into the future to successfully master new

technical standards. We uphold the highest

challenges. Our main priorities are the added

standards to ensure reliability, longevity and

value of our products for customers and

energy efficiency in all of our products. All

saving energy.

our products are tested, certified (TÜV) and

We only use the most advanced electronics

approved by the German Institute for Civil

and components in our products to reach

Engineering (DIBT).

optimum levels of energy efficiency and per-

Our innovative thinking is not only present

formance. Our unique innovative technology

in our technology, but also in the design of

can be seen in our company‘s numerous

our products. The covers of our ventilation

patents.

products can be ordered in different designs,

With a combination of innovative technolo-

making them a unique accessory for your

gy and high-end craftsmanship, Meltem‘s

home and lifestyle.

clean air. green technology.
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Smart Ventilation
with Heat Recovery
Investing into a Meltem ventilation system

supply of fresh air and an allergen free envi-

with heat recovery adds to the value of your

ronment. While surpassing the standards for

house and creates a healthier indoor clima-

low-energy houses the M-WRG System is the

te. The system’s capability of individual room

perfect choice for energy and environmentally

ventilation provides comfort, abates exteri-

conscious home owners.

or noise, provides continuous draught free

		
		

Moisture and
Humidity Protection

		
Noise
		Protection

•	Prevents build up of excess moisture
• Mold growth prevention
• Building foundation protection

• Ventilation without the disturbance
of external noise
• High sound and acoustic insulation
• Virtually noiseless operation
(therefore suited for bedrooms)

		
Wellness and
			 Comfort

		
		

• Relax in the comfort of clean and
pre-tempered air
• Breathe in an allergen free environment
• Enjoy a pleasant room temperature
without a feeling of draught

• Reduction of heating costs and
carbon emissions
• Extremely low power consumption
• Suitable for low-energy houses

Energy
Saving
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L I V I N G I N A H E A LT H I E R I N D O O R C L I M AT E

M-WRG

Clean air improves your quality of life and

filter is the ideal solution. The F7 allergy filter

increases comfort and well being in your

provides home owners with the highest stan-

home. High CO2 concentration can lead

dard of clean and allergen free air, as well as

to fatigue, headaches, lack of concentrati-

preventing bacteria from entering the house

on and performance. Particles emitted by

through the ventilation system. The Acti-

cleaning agents, building materials, carpets,

vated Carbon Filter is the ideal solution for

furniture, etc., pollute the air further. There-

preventing odors and other volatile organic

fore, a ventilation system with heat recovery

and non-organic compounds from entering

is a must for a healthier indoor climate.

the house,
The European Centre for Allergy Research

Quality seal for
an allergy-friendly
product
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LIVING WELL DESPITE ALLERGIES

Foundation (ECARF) of the Charité Univer-

Many people suffer from allergies, caused

sity Hospital in Berlin has awarded our ven-

by dust mites or pollen. With our ventilation

tilation systems with the ECARF quality seal

units you will be able to breathe clean and

for allergy friendly products. By choosing a

allergen free air, due to the high quality of our

Meltem home ventilation system with heat

powerful filters. The G4 standard filter alrea-

recovery, you will be able to create a healthier

dy retains the majority of pollen and dust out

indoor environment and add a higher quali-

of the air. In areas with a higher density of

ty of life to your home. Turn your home into

pollution or smaller particles, the F7 allergy

your private health and wellness resort.

clean air. green technology.
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All-Round
Ventilation Units

The M-WRG-S basic model has numerous
features already integrated and operates on
the highest levels of performance standards.
And it’s easy to control.

M-WRG-K Model

a LCD display and a keypad, or an IR remote
• Air volume 100 m /h

control. The M-WRG-K comfort model also

• High degree of heat recovery

allows you to choose from a variety of venti-

• Merest amount of power consumption

lation settings. You may select a ventilation

• Almost fully soundless operation

program that fits your preferences, to optimi-

• Separate filters for fresh and exhaust air

ze the air volumes according to environmen-

• Filter replacement indicator

tal influences, such as moisture, CO2 and

• Antifreeze protection

temperature as well as to adjust the supply

• Fully automated ventilation flaps

and exhaust air separately. Additionally the

• Numerous operation features

unit has a built-in programmable timer.

For an even more convenient control, you

The M-WRG-K/ZNH model also features an

may choose the M-WRG-K comfort model,

electric heating element for warming the in-

which enables you to control the units with

coming fresh air.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

intelligent

Ventilation Saves Energy.
Roof

approx.

Wall

approx.

15%

10%

Windows

approx.

20%

+ Ventilation

approx.

50%

Average
loss of heat in %

20

Basement

approx. 5%

with heat recovery inevitable. To ventilate
the home by simply opening the windows

15

is with respect to energy aspects completely

+7,5°

insufficient – up to 50% of the heat energy

+11,5°

10
+15,5°

is lost when opening the windows. What is

+19°

5

the point in having an expensive home in-

+23°

sulation when all the saved energy literally

0

goes out of the window again? This is simply

SMART VENTILATION SAVES MONEY

-5

throwing your money out of the window.

Saving energy is a necessity and many people

-10

invest large amounts of money into expen-

Choosing a controlled home ventilation sys-

sive insulations and sealing air leaks. The

tem with heat recovery from Meltem will let

homes get so tightly sealed that they don’t

you regain most of the otherwise lost energy,

allow in enough fresh air for a healthy envi-

while using only a minimum amount of po-

ronment. However, in order to avoid mois-

wer. For every kilowatt hour of power used,

ture and mold damages and keep a healthy

an M-WRG system will recover 22 kilowatt

As temperatures fall outside, the more
indoor climate, regular ventilation is essentiefficient the M-RWG heat recovery
units perform.
al. This makes mechanical home ventilation

hours of thermal energy from the exhaust

°C

Temperature gain with heat recovery
Outside temperature
Temperature gain
by M-WRG

Based on an average room temperature of 20°C and a heat recovery rate of approx. 76%.
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clean air. green technology.

stale air.
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H O M E V E N T I L AT I O N

1

1

2
3

2

2

1

M-WRG ventilation unit

2

Ventilation grille

3

M-WRG-HBE control terminal

2
1

HOW IS THE M-WRG VENTILATION
TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATED INTO
3

YOUR HOME?
Meltem’s decentralized home ventilation

The number of required units to ventilate

with heat recovery automatically regulates

the home depends on the size, the number

the correct exhaust and ventilation. The venti-

of rooms and the number of people living in

lation units are built into the exterior walls of

the household. Due to the high air volume of

your home. Only two short air ducts for the

100 m3 per hour, even larger sized rooms – of

fresh supply air and the stale exhaust air lead

up to 50 m2 – can be conveniently ventilated

through the wall. The external outlets of the

with only one unit. On top of that, the sys-

air ducts are covered with stainless steel gril-

tem can run in a boost ventilation mode to

les or hoods.

immediately freshen up a room. The ventilati-

Standard (=centralized) whole house venti-

on units are suitable for all rooms, including

lation systems often have space consuming

kitchens and bathrooms. A second room can

and complex air ducts throughout the house

easily be ventilated through an additional

which need sound insulations and are difficult

connected flat air duct. The user is able to set

and expensive to install. Meltem ventilation

his or her preferred ventilation for each room

systems with heat recovery are easier and fas-

individually. This can be done directly with the

ter to install and run virtually soundless.

air volume rate switch of the unit or with the
remote control.
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F le x ible control

Individually
customized to your Needs

The Meltem W-WRG ventilation units can

Automatic control for

be set and controlled according to your

Maximum Energy Savings

personal preferences. They are available

The M-WRG units will operate most effi-

in three versions: standard, comfort, or as

ciently and save the most energy when

the extra-flexible network version. We offer

automatically regulating humidity and air

a wide range of individual controls, from a

quality (CO2) as needed. As an option the

unit-integrated switch to central controls or

ventilation units or the control terminal can

personal computers with touch screen or re-

be equipped with humidity and air quality

mote control via internet.

(CO2) sensors. Based on the measurements
of the sensors, and the user’s settings the integrated microprocessor calculates the best
air volume rate and duration. Therefore the
units will run only as actually needed.
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clean air. green technology.
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Multiple control device options

M-WRG-S

M-WRG-S/BM

M-WRG-S/Z-A

3-way switch
for air volume

230 V external signal input
for switches, motion detectors,
or timers

Control terminal
M-WRG-HBE
for up to 5 units

M-WRG-K/LCD
Graphic display and
keypad

M-WRG-K
IR Remote control

EASY TO USE
The M-WRG-HBE wall-mounted control terminal lets you comfortably operate the ventilation units. You have the choice of setting
air volume, fresh supply air or exhaust air
discharge only, or – depending on the model – automatic regulation of humidity and
indoor air quality.
At the touch of one button you are able

WRG-HBE control terminal

to run a 30 minute boost mode ventilation
cycle with an air volume of 100 m3/h. A LED
light indicates the current operating status
in various colors.
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W i d e R an g e of A p p lications from S I N G L E H O M E S
to L A R G E B U I L D I N G S

GRAND

in Performance & Flexibility
Up to 250 M-WRG-S-485

Control via standard PC
(w/ touch screen)

Internet control and
remote maintenance

Computer Based Control for
Maximum Convenience
The Meltem M-WRG-S-485 network soluti-

rooms, as well as customize and adjust pro-

on is the best choice for large buildings with

gram cycles for summer, winter, holidays or

multiple ventilation units. Up to 250 M-WRG

weekends.

ventilation units can be controlled with only
one computer. Remote access to the computer via internet is also possible. A touch

units, multiple units, or the entire

screen monitor displays the floorplan and

ventilation system

status of the ventilation units and makes it

• Current information and updates of opera-

easy for users to enter control commands.

ting mode, temperature, antifreeze

The system enables the user to control

protection, filter changes, etc.

each unit, room or section of the building
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• Customized control options for individual

• User friendly touch screen interface for

individually. Additionally, the user has the

visualizing operating modes and entering

option to regulate the air volume based on

commands through predefined control

the humidity and CO2 level of the individual

buttons on the touch screen

clean air. green technology.
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F R E S H A I R WHERE IT’S NEE DED
There is hardly an area that cannot be ven-

It is quiet clear that hospitals have other

tilated with Meltem ventilation units. Many

ventilation requirements than private ho-

public and private buildings are already ven-

mes. For example, Meltem ventilation sys-

tilated with draft-free, fresh air at low energy

tems are providing the nursery ward of the

and operating costs. No matter if in schools,

Weiden general hospital with draft-free, pre-

hospitals, nursing homes, or commercial

tempered fresh air.

buildings – our sophisticated ventilation
technology will bring fresh and clean air to
all areas.

Weiden general hospital, Nursery Ward

chools,
Perfect for S Hotels...
omes,
Retirement H

Public School in Waldburg:
M-WRG units in the apron below
the window sill
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H i g h - T ech ma d e in g ermany

perfection

in Operation & Technology

F7 allergy filter
F6 activated carbon filter

G4 standard filter

ronment, due to the significant reduction of
Interior

y Filter Change
Quick and Eas
without Tools
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dust, dirt, pollen and insects. Our M-WRG

Exterior

HOW DOES M-WRG VENTILATION

units are equipped with high performance

with Heat Recovery WORK?

filter cartridges class G4, which have a long

A heat exchanger* uses the heat of the out-

lasting life cycle due to the large filtration area

going warm stale air to temper the fresh in-

of 0,36 m2. The filters only need to be chan-

flowing air. The unit has two fans, one fan

ged once a year under normal usage condi-

extracts the warm stale air from the interior

tions. The G4 standard filter already retains

and the other fan draws in fresh air from the

the majority of pollen and dust out of the air.

exterior. As the air streams move through

In areas with a higher density of pollution,

the air ducts of the heat exchanger, heat is

the F7 allergy filter is the best choice. The F7

transferred from the warm passage to the

allergy filter provides home owner with the

cold, while the airstreams are never com-

highest standard of clean and allergen free

bined. The cooled stale air is led out and the

air, as well as preventing bacteria from en-

pre-tempered fresh air then streams into the

tering the house through the ventilation sys-

room without causing a draft.

tem. In order to prevent unpleasant odors

P O W E R F U L F I LT E R S

and emissions or even harmful gases (gaso-

We place special attention upon our outstan-

line, nitrogen oxides, etc.) from entering

ding filter technology. Only a powerful filter

your home, the F6 Activated Carbon Filter

is capable of providing an allergen free envi-

provides the ideal solution.

clean air. green technology.

*Cross-flow plate heat exchanger

V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Exhaust air filter

Casing

Supply air filter

Heat-exchange core

Condensate drainage
Supply air fan
Exhaust air fan
On/Off switch and 3-way
switch for air volume

Elektronics

Power terminal

300

HIGH VENTILATION PERFORMANCE

250

stat. pressure [Pa]

200

Level 3
150

100
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0
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Air volume [m 3 / h]

Performance curve of static
pressure vs. air volume

Two radial fans ensure a high air volume,

When turning off the unit or in case of black-

even under unfavorable conditions, such as

outs, the air flaps are immediately closed in

high or low pressure conditions (e.g. due to

order to prevent draught and uncontrolled

wind). They are powered by energy-efficient

inflow of cold air. All components are desig-

DC motors. The motors and unit are cont-

ned to have long lasting life cycles, by using

rolled by our innovative electronics, which

non-corroding and high quality materials. All

prevents pressure differences in the air sup-

M-WRG units are officially certified (TÜV)

ply and extract system, ensures a very low

and approved by the German Institute for

power consumption and high performance.

Civil Engineering (DIBT).

Despite the high performance of the unit, it
runs virtually soundless and therefore can
be installed in bedrooms. M-WRG units are
also reliable at low temperatures, due to the
automatic antifreeze protection, which prevents the heat-exchanger core from freezing
and guarantees a stable operation even at
temperatures below 0°C.

Microprocessors ensure high
performance and very low power
consumption

Qualität made
in Germany
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I nstallation O p tions

quick

and easy to install

Stainless steel outdoor weather hoods

M U LT I P L E I N S TA L L AT I O N O P T I O N S
Meltem M-WRG ventilation units can be

reliable. Two rooms may be ventilated with

installed into the building in many different

one ventilation unit by using a flat air duct to

ways. Basically the individual units are ins-

connect the second room to the unit.

talled on the inner side of an exterior wall,

Concealed
installation
(in-wall)

either wall-mounted or concealed (in-wall).

EASY INSTALLATION & PLANNING:

For an optimum performance they should

• Wall-mounted or concealed (in-wall)

be placed on the upper third of the wall,
however, a minimum distance of 30 cm

• For new or existing buildings

from the ceiling should be kept. For moun-

• No condensate drainage needed

ting the ventilation unit on the wall, only two

• No space consuming air ducts

120 mm core drilled holes are needed. This
makes Meltem ventilation systems extremely suitable for any kind of remodeling or
refurbishing projects. For concealed installations we have developed a Mounting-Box,
which makes the installation very easy and
Wall-mounted
installation
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installation

clean air. green technology.

NEw: NEW: DESIGN COVERS
V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Individual

Design
for your

Home!
1

Ventilation grille for window reveal

creauter
yo n
desig

In addition to the visible ventilation grilles or hoods, an indiscernible
solution for window reveals has been developed. The ventilation grill
is mounted on the window reveal, which is ideal for any type of architectural design or requirement for non disturbing the façade.

As a special accessory for design enthusiasts, we offer
fashionable design covers for our ventilation units upon.
Be creative and give your home a distinguished unique
touch!

1

Detail: Window
reveal solution
Customized
single-color face
Picture frame with
black or white border
LED-Luminaire
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M-WRG Products
Model

Part-No.

Description
Ventilation unit with heat recovery, casing made of white and
shock-resistant ABS synthetic material, cross-flow aluminum
heat-exchange core, electronic control, 2 G4 air filters, antifreeze
protection, acoustic filter replacement indicator, fully automatic flap
control, incl. air ducts for supply and exhaust air
All units have been certified by the German TÜV and approved by the
German Institute for Civil Engineering (DIBT, Z-5 1.3-138)

5000 M-WRG-S

Standard unit, three air volume levels (15/30/60 m3/h,
up to 100m3/h on request), selectable by a 3-way switch

5000-5 M-WRG-S/BM

Standard unit, with interface for the M-WRG-HBE wall-mounted
control terminal

5003 M-WRG-S 485*

Standard unit, Network version, with an integrated microprocessorcontrolled module for connecting to a RS 485 network for central
control

5003-5 M-WRG-S 485/BM*

Standard unit, Network version, with an additional 230 V external
signal input for connecting to a switch, timer or motion detector

5004-1 M-WRG-S 485-TF*

Standard unit, Network version, with sensors for temperature and
humidity (can be read from central control)

5004-1-5 M-WRG-S 485-TF/BM*

Standard unit, Network version, with temperature and humidity sensors, and a 230 V external signal input for connecting to a switch, timer
or motion detector

5004-2 M-WRG-S 485-TFC*

Standard unit, Network version, with temperature, humidity and air
quality (CO2) sensors

5004-2-5 M-WRG-S 485-TFC/BM*

5005 M-WRG-S/Z-EIB*

Standard unit, for connecting to an EIB / KNX universal interface

5002 M-WRG-S/Z-24*

Standard unit, with 24 V control inputs for connecting to a
programmable electronic controller

10 levels of air volume settings (15 – 100 m3/h)

clean air. green technology.

Building Control

Standard unit, Network version, with temperature, humidity and
air quality (CO2) sensors and with a 230 V external signal input
for connecting a switch, timer or motion detector

*
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RS485-Network

5006 M-WRG-S/Z-A*

Control Terminal

Standard unit, with additional 230 V external signal input for
connecting a switch, timer or motion detector

V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Model

Part-No.

Description
Ventilation unit with heat recovery, ten levels of air volume settings
(15-100 m3/h). Casing made of white and shock-resistant ABS synthetic
material, cross-flow aluminum plate heat-exchanger core, electronic
control, humidity sensor, 2 G4 air filters, antifreeze protection, acoustic
and optical filter replacement indicator, fully automatic ventilation flap
control, incl. supply air and exhaust air ducts
(2)

All units have been certified by the German TÜV and approved by the
German Institute for Civil Engineering (Z-5 1.3-138)

(1)
5020 M-WRG-K
(1)

Comfort unit with LCD display and keypad for setting different operating
modes (air volume levels, supply and exhaust air mode, humidity control),
with electric heating coil for warming of fresh supply air

5021-1 M-WRG-K/ZNH-F
(2)

Comfort unit with LCD display and keypad for setting different
operating modes (air volume levels, supply and exhaust air mode,
humidity control), with electric heating coil for warming of fresh
supply air

5021-2 M-WRG-K/ZNH-FC
(2)

Comfort unit, like 5021-1, with additional air quality (CO2) sensor
and control

5022-1 M-WRG-K/LCD-F
(2)

Comfort unit, with LCD display and keypad for setting different
operating modes (air volume levels, supply and exhaust air mode,
humidity control)

5022-2 M-WRG-K/LCD-FC
(2)

Comfort unit, like 5022-1, with additional air quality (CO2) sensor
and control

5041-0 M-WRG-HBE

Wall-mounted control terminal

5041-1 M-WRG-HBE/F

Wall-mounted control terminal like 5041-0, with automatic
humidity regulation (incl. humidity sensor), settings for air
humidity adjustable with rotary switch

5041-2 M-WRG-HBE/FC

Wall-mounted control terminal like 5041-0, with air quality (CO2)
regulation (incl. air quality sensor), settings for air quality adjustable
with rotary switch

Control Terminal

Wall-mounted control terminal for simultaneous operation of up
to five ventilation units (type M-WRG-S/Z-A), with multifunctional
control switch for five air volume rates, supply or exhaust air ventilation modes, separate button for boost ventilation, multicolored
LED for status display
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M-WRG Products
Part-No.

Model

Description

5051 M-WRG-M/MB

Mounting Box (for dry walls), enclosure for concealed (in-wall)
installation of ventilation units into dry walls or frame constructions.
Material EPS (Styrofoam), low flammability according to DIN 4102,
high degree of heat and sound insulation,
for wall thickness of 17.5 cm or more

5050 M-WRG-M

Mounting Box (for solid walls), like 5050 but for installation into
solid exterior walls (brick, concrete), with edge protection frame
for the plaster

5060 M-WRG-PG

Plaster Fabric, base for plaster to bridge inside and outside gaps
between mounting box and wall

5364 M-WRG-BR

Frame, to cover gaps or joints between ventilation unit and wall,
overall dimensions 459 x 438mm

5152 Stainless steel M-WRG-ESR
5154 White M-WRG-ESR-P

Ventilation Grille Set,
set of 2 circular grilles for 100 mm supply and exhaust air ducts,
made of heavy gauge stainless steel, incl. installation material
Dimensions: Outside diameter 106 mm
Facade external projection 90 mm
One set is required for each M-WRG unit

5155 Stainless steel M-WRG-ESR-RO
5156 White M-WRG-ESR-RO-P

Ventilation Grille Set with Rosette
set of 2 circular grilles for 100 mm supply and exhaust air ducts,
made of heavy gauge stainless steel, incl. installation material
Dimensions: outside diameter 106 mm
outside diameter rosette 168 mm
facade external projection 90 mm
One set is required for each M-WRG unit

5150 Stainless steel M-WRG-ES
5153 White M-WRG-ES-P

Ventilation Hood
Exterior wall hood for 100 mm supply and exhaust air ducts,
made of heavy gauge stainless steel,
incl. installation material
Dimensions: 367 x 170 x 60 mm
One hood is required for each M-WRG unit

5157 Stainless steel M-WRG-EFL/UP
5158 White M-WRG-EFL/UP-P
5159 Stainless steel M-WRG-EFL/AP
UP

AP

5160 White M-WRG-EFL/AP-P
5161 Stainless steel M-WRG-ESG/UP
5162 White M-WRG-ESG/UP-P
5163 Stainless steel M-WRG-ESG/AP

UP
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AP

5164 White M-WRG-ESG/AP-P

clean air. green technology.

Ventilation Grille for Window Reveal
square louvre vent for 100 mm supply and exhaust air ducts,
made of heavy gauge stainless steel, incl. installation material.
Available for mounting on finished outer window reveal (AP)
or before plastering (UP)
Dimensions: 361 x 92.5 x 29 mm
One grille is required for each M-WRG unit
Ventilation Grille
square louvre vent for 100 supply and exhaust air ducts, made
of heavy gauge stainless steel, incl. installation material.
Available for mounting on finished outer façade (AP) or
before plastering of façade (UP)
Dimensions: 376 x 140 x 44 mm
One grille is required for each M-WRG unit
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Zuluft)
(Abb.
10)
bb.
3) (fürrechts)
46,00
€ 13)
Zu- und
Abluft)
8)(Abb.
G-PG
Putzgewebe

0

M-WRG-LR 100

46,00 €

23,00 €

10,00 €

Zu- und Abluftrohr (1x1000mm) (o. Abb.)

ebb.
(Ausblas
vorn) (Abb.
(Abb. 9)
6)
46,00 €
4)für Zuluft)
46,00
€
ge
(nur
G-BS
Montagehilfe
Bohrschablone
(Abb. 14)

15,00 €

Part-No.

eAbb.
hinten)(Abb.
(Abb.10)
7)
46,00 €
5)für1Zuluft)
r (Ausblas
(nur
€ 4
Montageset
Unterputz
(für 46,00
Ständerkonstruktionen)
11) 23,00
Abb.
2 € (Satz) (2x500mm)
Abb. 3(Abb.
Abb.
G-LR
50
Zu- und Abb.
Abluftrohr
(o. Abb.)

5365
bb.Montageset
6)
€
Unterputz mit 46,00
Putzrahmen
(für Massivbau) (Abb. 12)
G-LR 100
Zu- und Abluftrohr (1x1000mm) (o. Abb.)
dAbb.
Abluft)
10,00 €
7) (Abb. 8)(Abb. 13)
46,00 €
Putzgewebe
terputz
(für Ständerkonstruktionen) (Abb. 11)
91,00 €

Abb. 2
Abb. 3
Abb.
4 €
bb.Montagehilfe
9)
15,00
Bohrschablone
(Abb. 14)
terputz mit Putzrahmen
(für Massivbau)
(Abb. 12)

Abb. 5
99,00 €

Abb. 10)
10,00 € (o. Abb.)23,00 €
bb.Zu13) und Abluftrohr (Satz) (2x500mm)

15,00
€
bb. 8
Abb.14)
9
Abb. 10
ohrschablone
(Abb.
Zu- und Abluftrohr
(1x1000mm) (o. Abb.)

derkonstruktionen) (Abb. 11) 23,00 €
ohr (Satz) (2x500mm) (o. Abb.)
Abb. 3
Abb. 4
rahmen
(für Abb.
Massivbau)
(Abb. 12)Abb. 11
bb. 9
10
ohr (1x1000mm) (o. Abb.)

) (Abb. 11)

Abb. 4
bb.
14)(Abb. 12)
vbau)

aftung bei Druckfehlern

mm) (o. Abb.)
10

Abb. 11

hlern
(o. Abb.)

b. 11

Abb. 5

Abb. 6

Abb. 12

Abb. 13

6,00 €

Abb. 11
91,00 €
Abb. 5
99,00 €
6,00 €

91,00 €
Abb. 5
99,00 €

Abb. 6
5,00 €

6,00 €

10,00 €

5,00 €

Abb. 12
10,00 €

10,00 €
Abb. 6
Abb. 12
10,00 €

Abb. 7
Abb. 13

Model

91,00Abb.
€
5

10,00 € Abb. 6

M-WRG-KA/UP

5,00 €

10,00 €
Abb. 6
Abb. 12
5368-1
10,00 €

6,00 €
Abb. 6
5,00 €

Description

Air Duct Adapter
Abb. 13 of wall mounted
Abb. 14 ventilation unit to a flat duct
Connection
(e.g. for ventilation of a second room with one M-WRG unit),
air stream direction upward

Abb. 12

10,00 €
Abb. 7
Abb. 13

Abb. 14

M-WRG-KA/AP-li

Air Duct Adapter
Like 5367, air stream direction left

5368-2 M-WRG-KA/AP-re
Abb. 14

Abb. 7

10,00
€
Connection

Abb. 7

Abb. 13

10,00 €

Air Duct Adapter
of concealed (in-wall) mounted ventilation unit
to a flat duct (e.g. for ventilation of a second room with one
Abb.M-WRG
7
unit), air stream direction backward

99,00 €

6,00 €
10,00 €
5367
M-WRG-KA/AP-o

PK 08/I 2009/11

Air Duct Adapter
PK 08/ILike
2009/115367, air stream direction right

Abb. 14

5369-1 M-WRG-KA/AP-v

Abb. 7

Abb. 13

5,00 €

Air Duct Adapter
Like 5367, air stream direction FRONT

PK 08/I 2009/11

Abb. 14

Abb. 14

5369-2 M-WRG-KA/AP-h
PK 08/I 2009/11

Air Duct Adapter
Like 5367, air stream direction backward

5571 M-WRG-FS

Standard Filter, filter cartridge of filter class G4, filter surface
0.36 m2, effectively retains dust and pollen, 2 filters are required per
unit, one for the supply air and one for the exhaust air

5572 M-WRG-FA

Allergy Filter, filter cartridge of filter class F7, filter surface of
0.32 m2, made of medium double-layer micro-fiber fleece,
retains coarse and fine particles (up to 0.4 um particle size)
and many bacteria. Only for the fresh supply air, for the exhaust
stale air the standard filter is sufficient

5573 M-WRG-FK

Activated Carbon Filter, filter cartridge of filter class F6, filter surface
0.12 m2, made of double-layer micro-fiber fleece and several activated
carbon layers, retains coarse and fine particles and filters out odors
and harmful gases (gasoline fumes, nitric oxides, ozone, etc.). Only
for the fresh supply air, for the exhaust stale air the standard filter is
sufficient

PK 08/I 2009/11

PK 08/I 2009/11

5044-0 M-WRG-TCPC

5040-03 M-WRG-SUM3

Touch screen PC with operating system for central control of
the M-WRG-S 485 units through a network (RS485 Bus)

Converter from RS485 to USB

5044-1 M-WRG-TCSL

Basic software license for Meltem Touch Control Software

5044-2 M-WRG-TCPROG

Customization of Touch Control Software and user interface

5044-3 M-WRG-TCINST

Software installation and initial operation of the RS-485 network

Auxiliary equipment RS485 Network

0

Performance
Overview

Duration of boost Ventilation programmable

Basic Ventilation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

M-WRG-K/LCD-F

X

X

5022-2 M-WRG-K/LCD-FC

X

Comfort unit with graphical display,
supply air warming, and humidity sensor

5021-1

M-WRG-K/ZNH-F

Comfort unit with graphical display, supply
air warming, humidity and CO2 sensor

5021-2

M-WRG-K/ZNH-FC

5020

Comfort unit with graphical display and
humidity sensor

5022-1

Comfort unit with graphical display,
humidity and CO2 sensor

5000

Standard unit

Air Quality Regulation

Air Volume Levels I-III

X

Comfort unit with alphanumeric display,
IR remote control, and humidity sensor

Model

X

X

Status Data

Boost Ventilation

X

M-WRG-K

Part.-No.

V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Supply Air Warming

Humidity Regulation

X

Filter Change Indication

X

Supply and Exhaust Air
separately programmable

X

Air Volume Levels 1-10

Timer

Function

M-WRG-S

X

X

X

5000-5

M-WRG-S/BM

X

X

X

Standard unit with interface to
M-WRG-HBE control terminal

5006

M-WRG-S/Z-A

X

X

X

ext.

X

X

X

Standard unit with interface to EIB/KNX
universal interface

5005

M-WRG-S/Z-EIB

X

X

X

ext.

ext.

ext.

ext.

ext.

X

Standard unit with 24 V signal input

5002

M-WRG-S/Z-24

X

X

X

ext.

ext.

ext.

ext.

ext.

X

Standard unit for connection to RS485
network

5003 M-WRG-S 485

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Standard unit with 230 V signal input

Standard unit for connection to RS485 network with temperature and humidity sensor

5004-1

M-WRG-S 485-TF

X

X

X

X

X

Standard unit for connection to RS485 network
with temperature, humidity and CO2 sensor

5004-2

M-WRG-S 485-TFC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
(1)

X
X

(1) e.g. when connected to a motion detector with adjustable timer		
				

Dimensions
Mounting Box Dimensions

Unit Dimensions
















Depth of Mounting Box may
be trimmed from 365 mm to
175 mm; for thicker walls use
longer air ducts (Part-No.5580)
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Technical Data
V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

M-WRG-S

Unit Type
Ventilation air volume (m3/h)*
Fan speed*

M-WRG-K

M-WRG-K-LCD

15/30/60**

15 to 100

15 to 100

3 levels

10 levels

10 levels

Heat-exchange core 		

aluminum plate cross-flow heat exchanger

Heat recovery rate (%)* 		

76

Air Leakage (%)* 		

0.1

Fan		 high efficiency radial fan with long life DC motor
3.8 / 5.2 / 12.5

Power consumption (W)*

3.8 bis 34

3.8 bis 34

Specific power consumption
(W/m3/h) *,*** 		
0,06

Max. current (A) *

0.17
0.16

Power cable dimension (mm 		

2 x 1.5

Operating voltage (V/Hz) 		

230 / 50

2)

Noise level (Lp in dB (A) 10 m )* (concealed installation)
2

Noise level (Lp in dB (A) 10 m2)* (wall mounted)

0.16

15.5 / 24 / 36

15.5 to 46.5

15.5 to 46.5

19 / 24 / 35

19 to 46

19 to 46

Norm. noise level diff. concealed / wall-mounted installation,
unit switched off, (D n,e,w in dB) * 		

56 / 53

Norm. noise level diff. concealed / wall-mounted installation,
unit switched on, (D n,e,w in dB) * 		

50 / 50

Weight (kg) 		

approx. 8.1

Air duct diameter (mm) 		

100

Unit dimensions (W / H / D) (mm)		

409 x 388 x 196

External projection (concealed installation) (mm)		

196

External projection (wall mounted) (mm)		

66

Filter class / filter surface in m

2

Standardfilter 		

G4 / 0.36

Allergy filter (optional)		

F7 / 0.32

Activated carbon filter (optional)		

F6 / 0.12

Filter change indication

acoustic

Condensation drain 		

optical and acoustic

optical and acoustic

through exhaust air duct

Fully automatic air flap control,
even during blackouts		

yes

Antifreeze protection 		

yes

Humidity Regulation

no

yes

yes

Air Quality Regulation (CO2)

no

no

optional

Programmable operating modes

no

yes

yes

Heating coil for warming of fresh supply air

no

no

optional

Infrared remote control

no

yes

no

LCD display

no

yes

yes

TÜV certified (CE)		

yes

Approved by German Institute for Civil Engineering (DIBt)		

Z-51.3-138

International Protection Rating (IP) 		

IP X1 / IP X4

* Measurement Values certified

** Other air volumes up to
100 m3/h on request

*** at 30 m3/h

V e n t i l at i o n & H e at R e c o v e r y

Residential complex
Upgrade to a zero energy house

School
Oxygen in, noise out!

Single family home
Fresh air for the whole family

Kindergarten
Draft-free, tempered fresh air

Clean air.
Green
Technology.

Meltem is a leading European manufacturer of
decentralized ventilation systems. Innovative
solutions by Meltem bring fresh and clean air to
your home or work environment!

info@meltem.com · www.meltem.com

5316-00-01

Am Hartholz 4 · D-82239 Alling
Tel.: +49 (0) 8141 / 40 41 79 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 8141 / 40 41 79 - 9

saleaway

Meltem
Wärmerückgewinnung GmbH & Co. KG
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